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Foreword

Africa is embracing itself.

This volume of multifaceted counseling approaches, problems, contexts, and practices is saying just that – Africa is embracing itself.

Proudly and eloquently, it presents the case of existing practices of nurturance and support grounded in belief systems founded among people of African ancestry. Also, it shows the affinity that exists among these practices, whether indigenous or exogenous in origin.

By pulling the complex strands of the twenty contributions from all over Africa and elsewhere into a coherent unified framework, the editor, Professor Elias Mpofu, has reconfirmed his stature as an eminent African scholar in the fullest sense of the word, one with foresight, energy, tenacity, and a passion for his profession. With his vision of compiling a volume on present counseling practices for people of African ancestry, he afforded us the opportunity to look inward, to discover that there really is a “best practice” for counseling conditions, specifically for people of African ancestry. With this work, he and the other contributors laid the foundations for Africans, wherever we may find ourselves in the world, to look at each other, across borders and nations, and to discover that we have much in common, sharing counseling challenges and practices.

The rich mosaic of Africanist voices contained in this publication aimed at the subject specialist yield connectivities, inform each other, and help us to understand how the human condition, in its multicultural African expressions, can be strengthened. Most tellingly, they also speak with a common voice, attesting to the existence of a holistic, systemic indigenous counseling psychology in African contexts – a psychology that promotes optimal functioning through acknowledging diversity along with communality, a psychology that pays homage to African spirituality and recognizes African historical, cultural, and sociopolitical dimensions of being.

My reading of the text evoked the following thought:

There is a certain Being-of-Africa-in-the-world.
It contains the earliest of all human presences of survival of transformation.
It is in Africa where our human eyes were opened, Forging the first glimmers of greater understanding, of greater awareness of our being-human-in-the-world.
It is this most ancient legacy of all, that continues guiding Africa to embrace itself; to heal itself to celebrate its well being.
Finally, in the words of the Zulu people from South Africa, the restorative nature of our counseling practices continues to take us by the hand, guiding us to the following state of being:

Nathi sesidabuka nge njabulo  
(We also originate with joy)  
Sithi abese kunjalo kakhulu, khehla  
(We say, Lo! It is well so, Old One)  
Kakhulu kakhulu!  
(Very well so!)

Congratulations to the forty-eight authors who contributed to this text. It embodies a major step forward in our arsenal of systematic knowledge on counseling customs and challenges among people of African ancestry. It marks a significant shift in, and focus on, interrogating, engaging, and strengthening our approaches to health promotion.

It is my hope that this volume will lead to a succession of publications over years to come. The unfolding of our knowledge of continued and changing challenges, in counseling people of African ancestry, should be never-ending.

Fred J. van Staden, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology,  
University of South Africa  
August 2009
The book addresses critical information needs for counselors working with Africans, people of African ancestry, or with an African cultural heritage. People of "African ancestry" are individuals whose cultural heritage is rooted in Africa. By implication, an African ancestry identity goes beyond race, skin color, or geographic location to include anyone who proclaims an African selfhood. In this book, the term “counseling people of African ancestry” refers to a way of working with people whose identities are embedded in an African cultural heritage. Having grown up in an African village, and lived in the United States and several other countries, I have observed significant, broad similarities in my cultural assumptions with those of African Americans and other people with an African cultural heritage across the globe. It appeared to me there was some continuity in the underlying cultural values in people of an African cultural heritage that sustained across time and contexts, and that needed to be addressed in the context of help seeking and giving to people of that cultural heritage. This book was written, in part, in response to that perceived need.

Contributors to the book are leading African and Africanist scholars from the African continent, Australia, the European Union, Middle East, and North America and provide the rich perspectives on help seeking, giving, and health from their diverse African cultural heritages. Members of the book’s editorial board are renowned Africanist scholars and contributed invaluable insights that shaped the scope of the book.

GOALS OF THE BOOK

The book has three main aims. First, the book seeks to advance an Afrocentric sociocultural understanding of functioning, disability and health, and culturally grounded approaches to health maintenance, protection, and risk reduction in African cultural heritage populations. This book is a timely publication in view of the severe health service limitations with diverse people of African ancestry and the apparent lack of documented, culturally responsive counseling treatments with them. Negative health disparities, involving people of African ancestry, have been reported both in the developed and developing countries (Haviland, Morales, Dial, & Pincus, 2005; Hwang & Mpofu, 2009; Smedley, Stith, & Nelson, 2003). Yet, little usable information on culturally sensitive treatments, with a rich African cultural core, is available to counselors and other health service providers (Harley, 2005; Mpofu, 2005).

Second, the book seeks to provide a resource for students and professionals with an interest in promoting health and well-being in people of an African cultural heritage in their diversity. It seeks to achieve this goal by underscoring the broad underlying themes important to understanding influences on health concepts and participation by people of African ancestry. In this regard, the book adds to the growing body of scholarship on resources to promote health and well-being in people of African ancestry in the various life domains and contexts.
Finally, an aim of this book is to highlight health protection and promotion practices salient to African cultural settings. Also, the book provides suggestions useful to the growth and development in the provision of culturally responsive health services in African contexts.

FOR WHOM THE BOOK IS INTENDED

The book is intended for use by senior undergraduate and graduate students of African and African American studies, psychology, education, public health, anthropology, and related disciplines. Health service providers in the private and public sectors, and international aid agencies will find the book an invaluable resource for counselor preparation for their health promotion and development work with people of African ancestry. The chapters of the book are extensively referenced, and students and health service professionals seeking a deeper understanding of specific themes will find the reference list helpful. Instructors and other trainers on health giving to people of African ancestry will find the teaching-learning support exercises provided useful to their efforts to engage their students in meaningful learning.

THE BOOK’S APPROACH

The book is in four parts. The first part (Chapters 1–6) illuminates the cultural foundations important for understanding contemporary counseling issues in African cultural heritage settings. Specific issues considered in this section include help seeking and giving in tradition-led African settings (Chapter 1), the significance of oral traditions to the ownership and enactment of health and well-being by people of African ancestry (Chapter 2), and influences of colonial heritages on the theory and practice of counseling practice in Africanist settings (Chapters 5 and 6). Also, the first part of the book explores the research evidence for counseling practice in African settings and the importance for provision of consumer responsive counseling interventions in those settings (Chapters 3 and 4).

This articulation of the foundations of counseling practice in Africanist settings sets the stage for comprehending the subsequent sections of the book, Contexts of Counseling and Counseling Applications. Whereas the first part of the book introduces the reader to the foundations and cultural context of counseling people of African descent; the second part (Chapters 7–14) discusses some of the contexts in which counseling services are provided: families (Chapter 9), communities (Chapters 11 and 12), faith-based organizations (Chapter 10), and educational institutions (Chapters 7 and 8). The discussion covers the type of institutions where counselors work, the primary focus area of the counseling process within each of the settings, and typical service models. African heritage contexts are complex in their cultural diversity. This second part of the book addresses counseling services for complex cultural milieus such as diversity counseling (Chapter 13) and conflict resolution (Chapter 14).

The third part of the book comprises five chapters (Chapters 15–19) on counseling applications. The focus of these chapters is on counseling approaches for specific health conditions, statuses, and populations. The section surveys counseling applications with a selection of conditions or statuses for which there are significant counseling needs in many Africanist contexts including counseling approaches for people with trauma (Chapter 15), HIV and AIDS (Chapter 16), career development (Chapter 18), and people with disabilities (Chapter 19). The book concludes with an epilogue that reflects on the core themes covered in this volume, and prospects for the advancement of counseling in Africanist settings.

The contributing authors were required to follow a common framework for the chapter contents so that each chapter covered similar issues spanning importance and definition of terms, historical aspects, current practices, and issues for research scholarship. A common chapter outline for the book chapter was intended to enable readers to have a greater appreciation of the similarities and differences in the development and status of counseling practice across themes. To the extent possible, each chapter
addresses perspectives from a variety of counseling traditions, including indigenous and modern counseling theory. Also, each chapter addresses unique health service delivery practices that may influence counseling in reference to the chapter topic. Pertinent legislation or international conventions are cited as necessary to highlight national, regional, or international importance to the counseling issues being discussed.

INSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES

Each chapter includes several types of instructional features to help the reader process the key concepts presented: self-check exercises, field-based experiential exercises, discussion boxes, research boxes, and case studies. Discussion boxes describe a current hot issue, dilemma, or controversy pertinent to the chapter content. At the end of this description, there are some questions intended to encourage readers to demonstrate an understanding of the nature of the issue presented and to propose how it may be resolved. The discussion boxes are intended to enhance learning in readers by encouraging an appreciation of the fact that experts may disagree or hold diverse views regarding counseling issues, thus challenging readers to acquire and hold their own views based on the best evidence available. Briefly, the research boxes describe significant research on a counseling issue, and thereby highlight the importance of specific counseling features. The description of the research is followed by questions intended to encourage readers to demonstrate an understanding of the importance of the research and, if presenting a research controversy, to propose how the controversy may be resolved.

Self-check exercises provide readers opportunities to assess their understanding of the chapter content. Field-based experiential exercises and case studies assist readers to test their application of the key concepts and practices from the chapter readings.

Elias Mpofu
August 05, 2009
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